Waterdriven,
self-cleaning
screen is
designed
to work in
water as
shallow as
4 in.

Self-Cleaning Shallow Water Screen

Anyone who depends on surface water for irrigation will be interested
in this self-cleaning screen that’s designed to work in water as shallow
as 4 inches.
“It draws water that’s only 2 inches below the surface, which is usually
the cleanest water. There’s nothing else on the market that can pump out
of such shallow water and also clean itself at the same time,” says inventor
Bob Wietharn.
The Riverscreen floats on four pontoons and draws water from more
than 35 sq. feet of screening area. Water is delivered through a pipe
available in 4, 6, 8, 10, or 12 inch diameter with 150 gpm to 4,000 gpm
capacity. A screened rotating drum is supported by an aluminum frame that
mounts on the pontoons. Flowing water moves past a series of paddles,
which force the drum to rotate while a stainless steel spray bar mounted
inside the drum cleans the screen.
An optional electric drive can be added for use in extreme conditions
such as manure lagoons. Also optional is a galvanized lift boom that lets
one person quickly swing out and gently lower the Riverscreen to the
water surface.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Kaden Anderson, Riverscreen
Inc., 1925 Kiowa Road, Clay Center, KS 67432 (ph 785-632-5452;
e-mail: kaden@riverscreen.com: website: www.riverscreen.com).
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Mouth Spray For Dogs

Assure mouth spray for dogs is a game changer.
Susan Sinclair, who developed the patent-pending
spray, says it eliminates plaque and gingivitis,
freshens breath, and is totally safe.
“Just lift a side lip and spray to let it spread
through the mouth,” Sinclair says.
She developed the spray because she wasn’t
satisfied with available options. With her background in environmental health and much research she came up with a formula that includes
ginger extract, colloidal silver, peppermint extract
and natural flavors in purified water.
Sinclair tested it on Sugar, one of the Shiba Inu
dogs she breeds. After spraying Assure in Sugar’s Mouth spray has a
neutral flavor that
mouth every couple of days for 4 weeks, she dogs don’t mind.
compared it to a photo she took when she started.
“You can see where the plaque - the dark color - has gone down.
After a year there was no plaque,” Sinclair says. “Assure loosens up
the plaque so it comes off naturally. And you will notice a difference
in the dog’s breath within an hour.”
Assure sells for $24.99 for a 2 oz. bottle, which can last 6 to 8
months depending on the dog breed. Small dogs only require one
squirt, while larger dogs, such as Great Danes need up to 4 squirts.
Sinclair suggests daily doses to knock down gingivitis, but every
other day or every third day is enough to take care of plaque.
Sinclair sells Assure through her website and on Amazon and has
watched interest grow through her satisfied customers.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Susan Sinclair, Rt. 2, Box 2812,
Seymour, Mo. 65746 (ph 417 683-5005; www.mouthsprayfordogs.
com; susan@mouthsprayfordogs.com). Reader Inquiry No. 72

America’s Best Kept Secret:
The Empress Splendor Tree

Have you heard about the tree available to farmers and landowners at no cost, that will grow taller than you in its first year, produce
valuable hardwood lumber in only 10 years, AND can restore soil depleted by pine or other crops?

Introducing the Empress Splendor
(Paulownia fortunei) tree.
This remarkable and beautiful tree
is the world’s fastest growing tree
(Guinness Book of World Records),
and will regrow from the stump
multiple times after harvest providing
ongoing revenue potential for up to
70 years.

The Empress Splendor tree
World Tree partners with qualifying farmers and landowners by providing free Empress trees, training, and education over the 10-year
growth cycle. World Tree also arranges for the harvest of the trees, and in the end, splits the profits from the sale of the lumber 50/50.
This is a tremendous opportunity for people with qualifying land in the Southeast and Pacific Northwest. Check the website to find out
more and get in touch today: worldtreefarmers.com
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